A Game of Modern Fantasy
This is the 0.6 alpha release of the as-yet untitled game of modern fantasy, updated to work with the new version of the R3 system.
Credits
Author: Stewart Wilson
System Design: Malcolm Sheppard (Ready 
to Run Roleplaying system), Stewart Wilson
(system tweaks and genre-specific rules).
Setting
To come later. 
Elves and dwarves and gnomes and magically aware humans in the modern day, keeping themselves out of the sight of normal people like in every good modern fantasy game. Magic returned about 200 years ago, scholars wonder why. Character goals may be to join one of the Hidden Factions, help human friends or just be to kick Darksider arse. Darksiders are the common fantasy villains: evil awakened humans, orcs (akin to rlves), goblins (akin to gnomes) and kobolds (map to dwarves), and they have dark factions bent in worship to blastphemous gods.
This isn't a horror game, it's a fun semi-fluff fantasy setting where true love wins out and all that rot. Where realism gets in the way of telling a really good heroic fantasy story, bugger realism.

Systems
Rolling Dice
The Base Mechanic: Take a number of ten-sided dice equal to your Skill, and roll them. Add the relevant Stat (Body, Mind, or Presence) to each die. Each adjusted roll that comes up to 10 or over is one success. Alternatively, count each die that is equal to or higher than (10 - the relevant Stat). This gives the same result, but different players may prefer thinking about it in different ways. Natural rolls of a 10 count as 2 successes. 
Generally positive circumstances add to the skill, up to three extra dice in total. This takes into account both equipment and situational advantages. In addition, a really cool description that meshes well with the flavour of the game will always count for some positive situation bonus at the GM's discreton. Likewise bad equipment, a lack of time or another negative situation will reduce the number of dice. Modifiers above and below +/- 3 dice only exist for the purposes of other modifiers: a character rolls their Skill at -3 dice if the total modifier is -4, but spending a point of Will/Luck (see later) will only reduce that penalty to -2, not -1.
A character's Skills have can apply to any situation in one of three ways
None:No Skills apply. Your starting situation is a zero-die pool.
Partial:Roll the Skill less one die. 
Full:Roll the full number of dice for the Skill as normal.
If at any time you are reduced to a zero-dice pool, whether by lack of Skill or by circumstantial modifiers, you roll one die anyway, but ignore the stat. Therefore, this dice only succeeds on a natural roll of 10. If this die comes up 1, something negative happens in addition to failing the roll. 10 in this case only counts as 1 success. Conversely, if you have two Skills that apply to a situation either partially or fully, add a +1 bonus.
In contested situations both parties roll and the side with more successes wins. Subtract the losing side's number of successes to get the final amount of effective successes. In extended situations, determine both a threshold of successes and how long a single roll represents.
Stat Edges add one to the character's Stat for any rolls to which they apply. Skill Edges add one die to the character's Skill for any rolls to which they apply. Likewise, Stat Flaws subtract one from the stat, and Skill Flaws subtract one from the Skill as and when they apply. Sometimes, due to dynamic description, an Edge may act as a Flaw or vice versa. Egotism may be lousy for covering your tracks but good for selling yourself at a job interview Edges cannot be used as Flaws more times than they apply as Edges in a given game session, and Flaws cannot be used as Edges more than once in a given gaming session.
When to Roll
When the result of a situation is in doubt and the situation is stressful. As in, not every time you want to pick a lock if you have the thing on your desk. If you're trying to pick a lock while someone else is trying to stick a sword where your heart wants to be, *then* you roll. As a rule of thumb, consider whether the outcome of the situation is important enough that a novel or a play depicting the action would dwell upon it. If so, roll.
Combat
Initiative = Body + Mind +1D10, rolled at the start of every combat. A character trying to "jump the gun" to get a better Initiative can add the successes from an appropriate skill roll to this number for one turn, but this counts as a partial action.
You can go on your initiative, or hold until someone else goes (in which case you go on their initiative). You can only hold a full or partial action until everyone has acted, one this happens any held actions are lost, unless they were Concentrated actions.
Every turn, a character can chose to perform one of the following combinations of actions:
Full Actions: Two actions at full dice pool.
Concentrated Action: One concentrated action. This action benefits from a +1 bonus. Furthermore, concentration lends itself to exceptional success, so 9s and 10s are doubled..
Partial Actions: The first action in the turn counts as a Full Action. Further actions may be taken at a cumulative -1 penalty (-1/-2/-3) until your natural dice pool is zero. This is a special case of the zero-dice pool rule not applying.
Full Evade: All of your actions must be used to dodge, run away or otherwise directly avoid being hurt. The first counts as a Full Action and all further actions are taken at a cumulative -1 (-1/-2/-3) penalty in the same way as a Partial Action. As with a concentrated action, 9's and 10's both yield two successes.
Every combatant has a stylistic Edge, selected at character creation. Chose from:
Aggressive
+1 bonus to attacks in hand to hand range.
Defensive
+1 bonus to defenses in hand to hand range.
Dispassionate
+1 bonus to ranged attacks.
Evasive
+1 bonus to defending against ranged attacks and to retreat.
The Stat used is always Body for defenses, hand to hand attacks and muscle powered ranged attacks, and Mind for firearms attacks. The Skill used varies according to the means of attack and the character concerned. Combat actions are contested rolls, if the attacker ends up with more successes than the defender he hits and the defender takes (attack successes – defense successes + weapon damage) damage. A character can defend against attacks made on a higher Initiative than him, but must declare either a Partial Action or a Full Evade to do so.
Melee Weapons
Name
Damage
Type
Notes
Unarmed
Body
Bash
Kicks are at -1 die but do +1 damage
Club
Body + 1
Bash

Staff/Heavy Bludgeon
Body + 2
Kill

Knife
Body + 1
Kill

Sword
Body + 2
Kill

Axe, Polearm etc.
Body + 3
Kill

Ranged Weapons
Name
Damage
Type
Clip
Notes
Light Pistol / Revolver / SMG
4
Kill
15/8/30
Burst Rate 0/0/3
Heavy Pistol / Revolver
5
Kill
10/6
None
Rifle/Assault Rifle
6
Kill
45
Burst Rate 0/4
Shotgun/Heavy Rifle/Machine Gun
7
Kill
8+1/5+1/10 turns
Burst Rate 0/0/5; Machine Gun must make long bursts
A short burst adds 2 dice to the attacker's dice pool and uses 3 bullets. 
A long burst uses 10-20 rounds and adds 1 die per 2 rounds. You may split your attack pool to hit different targets as part of the same action but cannot aim for more targets than the gun's Burst Rate
Protection
Armour absorbs damage from every attack. Each source of damage is reduced separately.

Name
Protection
Mob. Pen
Notes
Concealable/Crow Mail
1
0

Light Vest (Leather / Half Chain)
2
0
Can be bypassed by reducing rolled successes by 1
Light Suit (Leather / Half Chain)
2
-1

Heavy (Splint Mail / Full Chain)
3
-2

Battledress (Ceremonial Plate / Articulated Plate)
4
-3

Health and Healing
<n>A charcter tracks her physical condition in two ways: Stun Points and Health Points. Attacks, environmental effects and harmful magics can all damage a character in different ways, but only the means and amount of damage is important.. Attacks that rely on blunt trauma that are not designed to kill deal Stun damage. If a character loses all her Stun Points, she must gain two successes on an appropriate Skill roll or fall unconscious. Stun Points heal at a rate of one point per hour with rest and care, or one per two hours when engaged in stressful situations such as those that are often the focus of a game session. Once a character runs out of Stun Points, any more Stun taken deducts from Health Points as if it were Killing damage.
Kill damage bypasses Stun Points and strikes straight at your character's Health Points. Kill damage comes from weapons designed to inflict severe injury, including blades, heavy crushing weapons, most types of arrow and all manner of guns. When a character has only three Health Points remaining she must spend a Will/Luck point or fall unconscious. When your character has only one Health Point remaining she must receive some form of medical treatment or die at the scene. A character with a medical Skill can spend one full action to stabilise a bleeding character without a roll, other characters must succede at an unskilled Mind roll. Once you lose your last Health Point, your character is dead. Health Points are recovered at a rate of one every two days of rest, or possibly faster with special attention. 
Taking more than 5 points of Stun damage reduces all rolls on Body-related skills by 1 die. Losing 5 Kill Points penalises all Body-related Skills by -2. These modifiers are not cumulative, use only the highest that applies at any given time.
Example: Helena has 7 Stun Points and 9 Health Points. She took 3 Kill and 3 Stun damage from a prior fight and is in a is kicked for a further 3 Stun Points, taking her to 1 Stun Point/6 Health points remaining. Because she has lost more than 5 Stun Points, all her Body skill rolls lose one die. Not managing a counterattack, she is beaten for 4 more Stun Points. She loses her last Stun point and subtracts the remaining three from her Health points. She makes her skill roll to remain conscious, even with the one-die penalty. As she has now lost more than 5 Health points, her Body rolls are penalised by two dice rather than one. She's in a bad way, and had better hope for someone to take note.


Character Creation
You may find it helpful to refer to the character sheet at the end of this document while reading this section.
Pick a name and concept, Virtue and Vice, Combat Edge (see above, Combat). Decide if you want to be one of the Magical Races or just a human In The Know. Note Racial bonuses, if any. Pick Faction. Only magical humans or humans in the know can be part of the Foundation, no character can start the game as part of Crown, Wisdom, Understanding or Knowledge. Joining these groups should only occur in game. Note magical abilities.
Each character starts with a Stat of between 1 and 5, with one being poor, 2 average, 3 well above average, 4 exceptional and 5 the best a normal human can have. The three Stats are Body (governs all physical actions), Mind (governs all mental actions) and Presence (governs all social actions). You start with a basic spread of 1/1/1. Add 3/2/1, 4/2/0 or 3/3/0 to this base. Once you've done that, add a narrow Merit (such as Strong or Quick-Thinking) and a narrow Flaw (such as Unlikeable or Oblivious). You get a total of one Merit and one Flaw, not one per Stat. A Merit increases your Stat by 1 when it applies, a Flaw reduces it by 1 when applicable.
Decide if you are Forwards or Reserved. Reserved characters reduce their Presence by one (redistributing points so as not to start with 0) but gain extra Will/Luck and Magic..
Add six points of Skills. These are broad professions (real-world or fantastic) such as Scientist, Scholar or Knight; and particular passions (Athletic, Creative, Bookworm). It's up to you to convince the Storyteller of any of your skills that may be of use in any given situation. Creativity in doing so is encouraged. Think broad. Add one Merit and one Flaw. These add or subtract dice to or from the Skill as they apply. No Skill can start at more than three dots.
Select a Major and Minor Background. Backgrounds are defining facts of the character, like owning an armoury of (possibly self-made) weapons or a talent for magic. See the Background section for details. If desired, you can take three minor backgrounds instead of one major and one minor.
Record derived stats (see box).
Will/Luck can be spent for two extra dice or one automatic success on a single roll, though the player should decide if it comes about through her character pushing to her limits or simple blind chance. Magic is spent to activate the magical abilities a character gains from her Faction, and to cast any spells that the character knows from the Magery background. Will/Luck is recovered at one point per session, or by playing up your character's Virtue. Magic is recovered at one point per day, at dawn, and by the character indulging her vice.

Traits
A Virtue is an adjective describing the high point of your character's personality. Playing up your virtue when it would be to your advantage not to gives you one Will/Luck.
A Vice is an adjective describing the low point of your character's personality. Playing out your Vice when it would be advantageous not to gives you 1 Magic.
Races
Humans
Mostly mundane, but some know about the hidden Shadow World. Some of these humans have opened up to the magic in their soul. Their magical style is imaginative and unpredictable, tapping the spark of creativity that enabled them to remain int he world when the Magic was lost. +1 Magic.
Elves
Tall and long-limbed, with slightly-pointed ears. They tend to gravitate to high-society roles where they can wield the temporal power that reminds them of their lost immortality. Their magic is based on concepts rather than concrete things. Beautiful (Physical Merit), Aloof (Social Flaw), one minor Alteration
Dwarves
Short and stocky, but not all bearded. They tend to be very physical in nature, and almost all enjoy doing "honest" work with their hands as anything from bouncers to construction workers to civil engineers. Their magic is direct, achieving the best results for the least effort, and able to be bound into runes. Methodical (Mental Merit), Short (Physical Flaw), Rune Magic
Gnomes
As short as dwarves but not as broad or physical. Gnomes make up for their lack of mass with excellent fine motor control. Most enjoy creating something new or modifying something to work better, leading to roles as watchmakers, electrical engineers and computer programmers. Their magic is based around precise alterations of the world to suit their needs. Nimble (Physical Merit), Oblivious (Mental Flaw), +1 to a profession skill (skill can be raised to 6, no amount of penalties can reduce the skill to 0).
Factions
Foundation
Humans of the Foundation are the bridge between those aware of magic and the mundane world. Magically aware humans may help their nonhuman companions move without detection among humans, but the majority of this faction is made up of mundane humans who know about the magical races, and have thus ascended from the Kingdom of Man. 
Humans - Spend 1 magic to get an automatic success on any roll to do with being unseen in a crowd. Spend 2 magic to make up to four nonhumans appear as normal humans to all standard senses.
Splendour
The Splendour is the Faction composed of thinkers and magicians. While all the Factions have magical tricks, the Splendour research the nature of magic and the means to affect the stuff. Many of them study numerology, astrology and other occult systems to better understand the power released into the world.
Humans - Spend 1 Magic to flood a mundane human with magical energy, letting them perceive magic for a scene without forgetting. Spend 2 Magic to 'jump' a spell's target from someone else to yourself.
Elves - Spend 1 Magic to see trails of magic use in the past hour. Spend a turn's studying and 3 Magic to copy the ability of any other Elven spell, which you can use once.
Dwarves - Spend 2 Magic to double the cost of magic used on your character for a scene. Spend 3 Magic to flood another with magical energy, giving them +3 Magic.
Gnomes - Spend 1 Magic to instantly dodge away from a spell. Spend 2 magic to make a spell target someone else rather than yourself.
Victory
Victory are artists, painters and writers who claim to have won victory over their own negativity by surrendering to their emotions. They create dazzling displays that can tweak the souls of the most hardened onlooker, as well as imbuing their creations with magic.
Humans - Spend a variable number of points of Magic and roll a number of wild dice when creating a piece of artwork.
Elves - Spend 1 magic to perfectly describe an imagined image in your chosen artform. Spend 3 Magic to animate a painting, or cause the written word to play out in illusions.
Dwarves - Spend 1 magic to gain 1 automatic success on any roll to create something. Spend 2 magic to increase your effective Presence by 1 for all rolls to create one piece of art.
Gnomes - Spend 1 magic to 'find' or otherwise improvise artistic materials. Spend 2 magic to halve the time needed to create something.
Beauty
The Beauty differ from Victory by being artisans, rather than artists. The Beauty create often simple things that are the perfect expressions of what they are meant to be, a sword that, while undecorated, remains the ultimate realisation of everything a sword can be. Their craftsmen and craftswomen are as happy making a car as a sword, but the form of what they create makes its intended function clear.
Humans - Spend 2 Magic to craft a seemingly impossible item (a sword with a blade as thin as silk, armour spun from cloth). This item cannot have more than 2 dice of damage or protection. Spend 3 Magic to automatically succeed at making any device with a concealed purpose.
Elves - Spend 1 Magic to understand the principles behind any craft (effective Skill of 1) long enough to create one item. Spend 3 magic to shape metal without heat or tool
Dwarves - Spend 1 Magic to understand the intended purpose of a thing (a sword-cane is obviously a sword). Spend 2 Magic to manufacture a copy of anything they know the true purpose of
Gnomes - Spend 1 Magic for one automatic success on any roll to create a complex device (from a gun to a computer). Spend 2 Magic to MacGyver a crude but useful device out of available objects.
Strength
The Knights of Strength are warriors through and through. Though many prefer traditional swords, clubs, and bows there are a rare few who put the inventions of mundane humanity to good use. Knights fron on such use by any magical creature, but have recruited some non-magical humans who take to the field of battle with firearms.
Humans - Spend 1 Magic to double the damage of one wielded weapon. Spend 2 Magic to immediately counterattack one opponent who damaged you, as an extra full action.
Elves - Spend 1 Magic to add +5 to your Initiative. Spend 2 Magic to ignore mobility penalties from armour for purposes of dodging.
Dwarves - Spend 1 Magic to double the protection of any worn armour for a turn. Spend 3 Magic to ignore a target's Defense for one attack.
Gnomes - Spend 1 Magic to add a wild die to one damage roll. Spend 3 magic to attack and shatter an opponant's armour rather than damaging him.
Mercy
Healers and caregivers, Mercy tempers the harsh strength and judgment of the Knights. Mercy help everyone who needs it, from wounded and half-dead victims of Orc attacks to humans who are afraid they are going insane from spending too much time around magical beings. 
Humans - Spend 1 Magic to instantly heal one Health Point of another person. Spend 2 Magic to set broken bones and dislocated joints without pain.
Elves - Spend 1 Magic to gain an automatic success on a roll dealing with helping someone thorugh psychological problems. Spend 3 Magic to switch those psychological problems to yourself, curing the other.
Dwarves - Spend 1 Magic to know a person's state of health. Spend 3 Magic to purge one disease from someone's body
Gnomes - Spend 1 Magic to close the wounds on a body, restoring it to how it looked in life. Spend 2 Magic to fashion a prosthetic that will function as well as a missing limb.
Backgrounds
Artefact
A magical item of some kind. Possibly a magical sword that burns all who touch it but your character, or a bow that requires no ammunition. For non-weapons, a magical item should be a device that does something no normal device can. 
Major - Equivalent to a +3 Kill weapon with an extra magical advantage, an easel that paints scenes of the following day overnight, or a crown that convinces others of one's majesty.
Minor - Equivalent to a +1 Kill weapon with a minor but useful advantage. A throwing-knife that returns to it's user, a suit of clothes that can change colour.
Arsenal
A collection of weapons and armour that you have access to and possibly maintain. These could be things your character has made herself or items that belong to another that she can use when needed. Though the items in an Arsenal are not magical, they are well-crafted and if any do break or are destroyed, they will be replenished within a week.
Major - Four Melee weapons totalling +10 Kill (+1 Kill = +2 Stun), 10 protection total of armour, 3 bows (plus arrows), and 3 of either handguns, shotguns and rifles.
Minor - Two melee weapons totalling mo more than +5 Kill, two suits of armour totalling 5 protection, 1 bow (plus arrows)
Contacts
Whenever someone's in trouble, you know someone who just might be able to help. Whether they're a good friend or just easily bribeable, odds are you know someone who knows someone who can get anything done. Of course, contacts require favours be returned in kind, but that's a given.
Major - You know everyone in a defined subgroup of your city (Magical beings, construction workers, computer programmers) and more than just a few people in other fields. Roll an appropriate Presence Skill (+3 if in your field, +1 if not) to determine if you know someone who can help in any given situation.
Minor - You don't have a large web of people you're in touch with but you're friendly enough and people find you easy to talk to, which lets you trade off favours with ease. Define the basic social area you operate in and roll an appropriate Presence Skill at +2 for getting assistance from that area.
Library
You've more than a passing interest in the magic behind the world, and have searched out books and papers that others have gathered. You may use these for general magical research or to boost your reputation among other scholars, but you are sitting on some potentially very useful infomration.
Major - Your Library holds some rare books and papers. While other characters (be they aspiring mages or Darksiders) will come looking, you can still put the texts to good use. If you take an extra half hour on any use of magic that costs 2 or more Magic, the cost is reduced by 1 point.
Minor - Though you mostly have extensions of basic information it can come in very handy. The Library counts as a blanket +2 situation bonus when dealing with esoteric knowledge about the magical world. ("I hit his ankle, because his hair was a sign that this orc was from the Grn'usk, who are vulnerable in the ankle".)
Magecraft
You don't just use your Faction's Craft workings to shape the flow of magic in the world, you have learned some of the deeper secrets. Most serious students of Magecraft belong to the Splendour, but not all believe that knowing the theory is quite so important. Spells require a full action, and need either gestures, words, or ritual components. Using two of those adds +1 die to the roll. Where spell results are mechanical (measuring damage, the number of successes needed to destroy a magical shield, bonuses or penalties to Skills), one success converts into two points.
Major - Define one Aspect (Fire, Night, Illusion and so on). You can create any reasonably minor effect in that Aspect by rolling against Mind with a Skill of 3.
Minor - Define one Aspect (Fire, Night, Illusion and so on). You can create any reasonable minor effect in that Aspect by rolling against Mind with a Skill of 1.
Resources
Be it a bulging bank balance or her own area to work in, your chacter has some form of investment. This investment provides enough of a return that your character has a monthly allowance to do with as she pleases. Mostly, such enterprises are legal but there is no formal requirement.
Major - You're well off, and then some. You can afford to keep a large house and luxury car while still having $9000 available to spend each month. You have an accountant who takes care of your taxes and investments to ensure that you should be fiscally sound in any situation short of a market crash.
Minor - Middle class. You can afford to run a condo or appartment and a vehicle that's more sturdy than luxurious, but can get away with $1500 a month. You have to look after your own finances, but haven't had a really bad investment or an IRS audit yet.
Alteration
Your character's body has been changed by the awakening of the magic within her. This can affect both magical beings, who are born altered, or humans who awaken to their mystic heritage. In either case, their very bodies are altered in a way that reflects their personality, either around puberty or at the moment of awakening.
Major - A significant change to your body. Hiding it is likely problematic, but does pay off. This could be wings, bony studs that act as three points of armour, jet-black eyes that can see deep into people's souls and so on. Major Alterations should provide the equivalent of +3 dice with an appropriate side effect.
Minor - A small alteration. Perhaps your hair is feathered or your fingernails are elegant talons, or you can feel air patterns like another sense. Minor Alterations should provide the equivalent of +1 die with an appropriate side effect.


Character Sheet

Name		___________________________________	Notes
Player		___________________________________
Concept	___________________________________

Virtue		___________________________________
Vice		___________________________________
Edge		___________________________________

Race		___________________________________
Faction	___________________________________

	Stats	Skills
		____________________________ (_) OOOOO
Body	*OOOO	____________________________ (_) OOOOO
		____________________________ (_) OOOOO
Mind	*OOOO	____________________________ (_) OOOOO
		____________________________ (_) OOOOO
Presence	*OOOO (F/R)	____________________________ (_) OOOOO
		____________________________ (_) OOOOO

	Stat Merits	Stat Flaws
____________________________ (_)	____________________________ (_)
____________________________ (_)	____________________________ (_)

	Skill Merit	Skill Flaw
____________________________ (__________)	____________________________ (__________)

	Will/Luck ___/___	Magic ___/___

	Stun Points ___/___	Health Points ___/___
	

Backgrounds	Racial Advantages
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________


MagicalAbilities	Equipment
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________
_____________________________________	_____________________________________

